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Xpera Team Expands Across 
Multiple Specialty Groups

Finch, Thornton & Baird is a San Diego-based law firm 

that has focused on construction claims and disputes for 

over 30 years. 

Recently, the firm was called upon to help resolve a case 

involving delay and disputed change orders concerning a 

private luxury mid-rise condominium project in San Diego’s 

Banker’s Hill neighborhood. Their client was the structural 

concrete subcontractor to the general contractor. 

After work was completed on the project, the general 

contractor refused to pay the subcontractor for extra work 

and the earned contract balance. They issued numerous 

disputed change orders and claimed that delays to the 

structural concrete work delayed the project, resulting in 

losses to the general contractor greater than any amount 

due to subcontractor. The law firm perfected mechanic’s 

lien and stop payment notice claims to secure the 

subcontractor’s claim, both of which were bonded by the 

general contractor. The subcontractor sued the general 

contractor and its surety for recovery.

Xpera Founder and Chairman Ted Bumgardner has had the 

opportunity to work with the firm a number of times over the years. 

In this case, he worked with Managing Partner Randy Finch, as well 

as Partner Andrea Petray, to assist with the review and analysis of the 

value of the subcontractor’s work to establish the reasonable value 

of its lien claim. He also reviewed and opined as to the propriety of 

numerous extra work change orders that were submitted by the 

subcontractor and the validity of the contractor’s deductive change 

orders.

The case eventually went to trial, with Bumgardner testifying 

about general contractor administration and standards of care for 

processing change orders and complying with subcontract terms, 

including the importance of proper notice. The subcontractor was 

seeking $400,000 in principal recovery and to defeat back charges 

in excess of that amount. 

The result was a resounding success.
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In a 12-0 verdict, the jury sided with the subcontractor, 

awarding them the full amount they asked for in their claim. 

The general contractor received nothing.

“The case was full of complicated, highly technical information, 

so it was critical to tee everything up to a jury so they could 

make an informed decision,” said Bumgardner. “It appears 

we were successful in doing just that, as the jury ruled 100 

percent in our favor with their verdict.”

“It was a pleasure working with Ted again,” said Finch. “His 

explanation of complex construction concepts to the jury 

helped us achieve the result for our client. “ 

...Continued from page 1

This was my first time seeing Ted testifying 
at trial, and I was very impressed with his 
presentation,” said Petray. “You could tell 
that he was highly credible with the jury. His 
testimony was delivered with confidence 
and a smile, even during an adversarial 
cross-examination from the defense counsel. 
We were very pleased to be able to achieve 
this favorable outcome for our client and to 
get them all of the monies they were owed.

It is with heavy hearts that we share the news that John McGinnis, one 

of Xpera’s founding investors, passed away on May 16. As our private 

equity partner, John was instrumental in providing the foundation that 

has allowed Xpera to flourish over our 10-year history. 

Although John was not active in the day-to-day business, he believed 

whole-heartedly in Xpera’s mission and took pride in our successes. We 

are thankful for his role as coach, cheerleader and mentor over the years. 

We are proud to report that our business is on very solid footing and all 

operations are moving forward as normal. The future looks incredibly 

bright for Xpera and the road ahead, armed with the many gifts and 

lessons John has provided us.

Dear friend and partner, you will be greatly missed. 

FROM OUR CASE FILES:

Randy Finch Andrea Petray

After pre-judgment interest, attorneys’ fees and expert 

fees, the final judgment was just over $1.15 million in favor 

of the subcontractor and that entire amount was collected 

from the general contractor and its surety. Kudos to the 

entire team for a job well done!

To learn more about Xpera’s construction forensics and 

expert witness services, contact Ted Bumgardner at 

tbumgardner@xperagroup.com or Brian Hill at  

bhill@xperagroup.com 

Remembering John McGinnis
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Xpera Team Expands    
Across Multiple Specialty Groups

Jim Downs has over 30 years of 

construction industry experience, with 

technical expertise in exterior and interior 

framing systems, finishes, shoring and 

scaffolding systems, as well as extensive 

project management and estimating 

experience in commercial construction. 

Over the course of his career, he has been 

involved in cost estimation and project 

management for all types of hospitality, commercial, healthcare, 

military, multi-family and tenant improvement projects, and is a 

Certified Exterior Insulation and Finish System (EIFS) Inspector. 

Jim is currently providing inspections for four Xpera projects 

involving the exterior building envelope, windows, weather barriers, 

EIFS and cement plaster, as well as repair observations and 

documentation for a water damage remediation project. 

“Jim has a positive attitude working with the trades during his field 

inspections and is a great all-around team member,” said Steve 

Easton, who heads up Xpera’s Building Envelope Group. “He has a 

never-say-no attitude and is ready to help with any task required.” 

 
Camille LaCour holds an architecture 

degree from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. 

Her background includes working in 

quality control for a large contracting firm 

and as a building envelope technician/

field inspector for a Northern California 

building envelope firm. She has joined 

Xpera’s Los Angeles team and will be 

working directly with Kirk O’Brien. As an 

up-and-comer in the world of building envelope consulting, she is 

already making an impact.

“Whether Camille is working as a plan/peer reviewer or donning a 

hard hat and vest to test windows and perform job site inspections, 

she has proven herself to be an invaluable member of our team,” said 

O’Brien, who heads up Xpera’s Los Angeles office. “She has a keen 

sense of how to navigate through stubborn project situations and is 

adept at getting everyone to work together as a team to get things 

done right the first time.”

Nicole Taylor is working with 

John Kyrklund, director of 

the Quality Assurance Group, 

to review client issue repair 

photos and prepare and 

issue compliance reports for 

various special inspections. Her 

background includes several 

years working in various 

scheduling, account management administrative and 

customer service roles. “Nicole’s attention to detail and 

professional attitude to each and every project make her 

an asset to the QA team,” said Kyrklund.

Nathalie Adler is the new project coordinator for 

Xpera’s Consulting Services division, providing support 

on forensic assignments and liaising with outside 

consultants. She joins Xpera’s forensic services team 

following several years as a construction defect analyst 

and researcher, as well as working in real estate and 

new construction. She is a LEED Green Associate with 

degrees from Pennsylvania State University and Indiana 

University. 

“Nathalie’s background in real estate and construction, 

with a particular focus on forensic analysis, makes her 

an ideal addition to our team,” said Xpera’s Brian Hill. 

“She is an expert at making sense of massive document 

repositories and finding the proverbial needles in the 

disorganized haystacks we often find ourselves dealing 

with on large, high-stakes claims and disputes.”

Welcome aboard, everyone. Your contributions to the 

team are greatly appreciated by all of us and our clients. 

Keep up the great work.  

Once again, the Xpera Group team is expanding to serve the needs of clients in our various specialty groups. 

Our newest additions include Jim Downs and Camille LaCour to the Building Envelope Group, Nicole Taylor to Quality 
Assurance and Nathalie Adler to Forensics/Consulting Services.

JIM DOWNS

CAMILLE LACOUR

NICOLE TAYLOR

NATHALIE ADLER
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Think of material selection as a sub-category within the larger field 

of construction quality assurance. As QA and building envelope 

consultants, we scrutinize for design mistakes involving materials 

during our plan reviews. We also inspect buildings forensically, 

often finding problems that can be attributed to either the wrong 

material selections or to a failure to adequately maintain the 

materials.

Builders and designers who aren’t experienced in this matter can 

mistakenly omit or value-engineer away the materials needed to 

match the building’s lifecycle goals. Those who do know often 

face another challenge – communicating the need for a specific 

building material to the owner or project manager who is trying 

to keep costs down. Of course, it doesn’t help that the result 

of selecting the wrong material usually manifests years after 

construction.

Building Materials & The Environment
In order to adequately prepare a building and its inhabitants for 

all possible weather conditions, it is important to have a true 

understanding of the climate – as well as micro-climate of the site. 

California is unique in that we have a broad range of macro- and 

micro-climates, from the hot dry deserts to snowy mountains 

to temperate coasts. Experienced contractors understand that 

what works in one region may not work well in another.

In this industry, we know quite 

well that Mother Nature can 

be tough on buildings, even in 

generally temperate regions like  

California. The main purpose 

of any built structure is to 

shelter us from the harshest 

of conditions, to act as a 

shield against cold, heat, water, 

exposure and wind. While it is 

possible to create a structure 

out of almost any solid material, selecting the right 

building materials and practices for a specific project 

makes all the difference when it comes to determining 

how it will stand the test of time.

Xpera’s team of consultants are regularly called on to 

investigate when problems arise in a building, often many 

years after construction or renovation work has been 

completed. Usually, it’s when owners or residents begin 

to notice warning signs like corrosion or discoloration.

As a forensic architect, I had a recent assignment at a 

coastal home in Del Mar, CA, that involved diagnosing 

problems with corroding trim, flashings and deck 

hardware and advising on repair recommendations. The 

root of the problem came from a common mistake: poor 
choices in building materials.

Right Materials Vital to Ensuring  
Building Longevity 

By Tom Jenkins, AIA
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being places where the corrosive compounds concentrate and 

discharge, sometimes on to other building surfaces.

On the other extreme, deserts in California, Arizona and Nevada 

are usually as dry as they are hot. Building enclosures in a desert 

don’t require marine-grade metal to deal with water-based 

corrosion, but there are other environmental forces to consider.

The desert usually has low moisture, so metals do very well, but 

other materials can’t take the high heat and ultraviolet exposure. 

For example, UV rays deteriorate polymers and they become 

more brittle over time. Most of us have probably dealt with a 

broken plastic lawn chair as the result of sun exposure. While that 

is inexpensive and easy to replace, window components that have 

been UV-deteriorated are not.

Impact of Material Selection on Building Maintenance
While the choice of exterior materials is driven by numerous 

factors (such as aesthetic appeal, thermal performance or 

structural capability), the maintenance and durability of the 

products should also be considered carefully. Owners who end 

up using the least expensive components sometimes find out that 

their upkeep costs dwarf the price difference in getting upper-

end materials.

Sometimes the best material selections have high initial costs, 

but lower maintenance costs and longer lifespans. For example, 

coated galvanized iron products have a lower initial cost, but 

higher maintenance costs and shorter life spans. The lifespan 

can get cut further if maintenance painting is deferred and the 

corrosion process begins. But if a builder used A316 stainless steel 

instead, the only maintenance needed would be periodic cleaning.

This is not to advocate for the owner always paying top-dollar. 

In many scenarios, basic traditional construction materials and 

components can work adequately for the owner’s needs and have 

a good lifecycle with proper maintenance.

There are a lot of nuances to consider when selecting materials 

for a project. As with so many aspects of construction, careful 

decision-making and the advice of experienced professionals 

goes a long way towards preventing future problems.

 

Tom Jenkins is a licensed architect and building envelope consultant 

for Xpera Group. He can be reached at tjenkins@xperagroup.com.

xperagroup.com | (858) 436-7770

Poor building material selection usually causes problems 

in the building’s envelope; those are the parts exposed 

to the elements. These problems can range from 

failures in waterproofing to a shortened lifecycle of the 

components and systems. Either way, owners are paying 

more in the long run.

Most layman would think that San Diego’s temperate 

weather would make material selection easy. That is not 

the case if the building is in close proximity to the ocean, 

as was the case in my recent assignment. Buildings near 

the beach are subject to heavy corrosive forces from the 

seawater spray and other compounds (chloride, sulfate, 

calcium, magnesium, potassium, etc.) carried in the 

moisture.

One of the best ways that I’ve been able to explain 

to clients who have properties close to the beach is 

that you’re not constructing a traditional building, but 

instead you’re building a boat on land. Marine-grade 

materials are essential, because the entire exterior will 

be continuously exposed to salt-based moisture, which 

can quickly corrode traditional building materials.

In this example, the metal materials used in the 

beachfront property should be resistant to salt-based 

corrosion. Consider these options, ranked by efficacy:

  Copper and A316 stainless steel hold up best in this 

environment.

  Next in line are A304 stainless steel and aluminum, 

since A304 will eventually corrode and aluminum is 

subject to surface pitting and electrolysis. 

  Next would be the coated steel products, such as hot-

dipped galvanized, coated galvanized iron products 

and galvanized Iron. These products rely on their 

coatings to protect the underlying base metal materials. 

  Last would be the uncoated iron products, such as 

Corten Steel which are designed to rust and use 

the rusting layers to try and protect the underlying 

materials. 

What is not often accounted for is the build-up of the 

corrosive materials. For example, a house window 

made with vinyl won’t corrode, and when it gets wet 

it is designed to drain water through weep holes at 

the bottom of the frame. Those weep holes end up 

Poor building material selection usually 
causes problems in the building’s envelope, 
from failures in waterproofing to a 
shortened lifecycle of the components and 
systems. Either way, owners are paying 
more in the long run.
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Over the past decade, more than 

1,000 golf courses have closed 

across the country. In all honesty, 

many of them should never have 

been built. They were built solely 

to facilitate the marketing of new 

homes or new hotels, but never 

made economic sense. Between 

2002 and 2016, the number of 

regular golfers has declined from 

30 million to 21 million, with golf course utilization at 

52% nationally.

The slow demise of the golf course industry has as 

much to do with demographics as with overbuilding 

and, in many cases, deferred maintenance.   

The cost of operations is paramount in the golf 

business. I looked at the 10 states with the highest 

number of golf courses. California is second only to 

Florida. The other nine average twice as much rain as 

California (40 inches to California’s 22 inches).

Millennials appear to have different athletic tastes. 

To many of them, the sport of golf is too slow-paced 

(four hours if all goes right), expensive and offers few 

health benefits. Additionally, golf is not typically seen 

as a family sport, making it less desirable as today’s 

parents increasingly look for activities they can do 

By Alan Nevin

together with their kids. This is supported by a Pew Research 

study, which found that in nearly half of U.S. families, both parents 

are fully employed, with almost 40% of couples sharing equally in 

the management of their children’s schedules. That means fewer 

days for dads to escape to the golf course sans kids.

The Future of Golf: A Golden Opportunity 
to Increase the Housing Supply

Source: National Golf Foundation & National Weather Service

Inches of Rain (Top 10 Golf Course States)

State # of Courses Annual Rainfall (in.)

California 928 22.2

Texas 808 28.9

Michigan 825 32.8

Ohio 757 39.1

Illinois 669 39.2

New York 832 41.8

Pennslyvania 690 42.9

Florida 1,055 54.5
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I was recently retained as an expert witness 

in a litigation matter involving a beautiful and 

exclusive private golf course community in the 

Coachella Valley. The golf course had major 

financial problems. The average age of its 

homeowners was 77 and 80% lived elsewhere 

most of the year. That appears to be the case in 

many of the Coachella Valley golf communities, 

although it is not quite as pronounced in San 

Diego County. 

San Diego is not exempt from its own share of 

golfing problems. Since 2013, 10 courses were 

being considered for reuse. Of these, the most 

elite were Crosby at Rancho Santa Fe and 

Fairbanks, both under new ownership. Fairbanks 

was sold to Bay Club and Crosby to Bando 

Group. Reportedly, both are doing well now. 

1 A small parcel may become a restaurant

Fairbanks Ranch & Crosby @ Rancho Santa Fe (San Diego County)

Club Opened New Owner Avg. Home Price

Fairbanks 1983 Bay Club Co. (San Francisco) $1,600,000

Crosby 2001 Bando Group (Korea) $3,100,000

Golf Course Closings (San Diego County, 2013-2018)

Course Location Acres Public/ 
Private

Year 
Opened

Year 
Closed Buyer Plans

Carmel Highlands Carmel Mtn. 114 Private 1967 2015 n/a 500 homes

Carmel Mtn. Ranch Carmel Mtn. 130 Private 1986 2018 n/a n/a

Cottonwood El Cajon 158 Private 1962 Open Schlesinger sand/gravel

Escondido Country Club Escondido 109 Private 1967 2013 Schlesinger 380 homes

Fallbrook Fallbrook 116 Private 1960 2016 Jade Work winery

Salt Creek Chula Vista 293 Public 2001 2018 n/a n/a

San Luis Rey Downs Bonsall 225 Private 1963 2014 Co. of SD open space1

Stoneridge Poway 117 Private 1962 2017 Schlesinger 159 homes

The other eight each have interesting stories. One is planning to convert 

to a sand-mining operation (Cottonwood); one to a winery (Monserate); 

and one to permanent open space (San Luis Rey Downs).

Three of them are destined for new home development (Carmel 

Highlands, Stoneridge and Escondido).

The other two are in the question mark stage: Salt Creek and Carmel 

Mountain Ranch.

There are 80+ golf courses in San Diego County. As water costs spiral 

and interest in golf wanes, I wonder how many will end their days as 

subdivisions or perhaps high-rises.

Alan Nevin is director of economic and market research for Xpera Group. 

He can be reached at anevin@xperagroup.com. 
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2019 marked the 26th anniversary 

of West Coast Casualty’s 

Construction Defect Seminar 

(WCCCDS), which took place 

in May at the Disneyland Hotel. 

As we have done every year 

since our founding a decade 

ago, Xpera was a sponsor of the 

event and many of our key team 

members were on hand to meet 

new people; catch up with our old friends, clients and 

colleagues; and learn about the latest trends impacting 

problem resolution within the built environment.

One might think that you are asking for conflict 

by bringing together a bunch of people who are 

often opposed to each other in highly contentious 

disputes, including attorneys, insurance professionals, 

construction experts, judges and mediators. The truth 

is very different, however. As West Coast Casualty’s 

own Dave Stern likes to say, “The construction defect 

industry is the biggest people business outside of 

retail.” We celebrate the successes of others, learn 

from the mistakes of some, mourn the loss of those 

who have passed on, and reflect on how our work 

is evolving as a result of legal, regulatory and other 

impacts to the building industry.

I had a chance to sit in on a couple of sessions and 

although I was too busy to live-blog the event as I 

have done in previous years, I did document some 

discussion highlights that I wanted to share with all  

of you.

Disaster in the Making —  

Litigation Impacts from Fire, Flood and Hurricanes

Matt Kovacs, Adrienne Cohen, Stephen Henning and Janne Rogers 

participated in a lively panel discussion about how property 

loss claims from natural disasters intersect with the world of 

construction defects. According to the panelists, the devastating 

impact of natural disasters is being exacerbated/accelerated by 

global climate change.

You might be wondering how defective construction relates to 

natural disasters, but the answer is simple: There is not enough 

insurance coverage out there to compensate victims of natural 

disasters. Therefore, creative plaintiff attorneys are looking for 

other avenues to fund the next generation of claims.

When you combine a sympathetic jury pool (influenced by 

widespread media coverage) with a lack of resources for recovery, 

it’s easy to see how the biggest emerging trend in 2019 is litigation 

related to climate change-driven natural disasters, the panel 

stated.

The question then becomes: Was a property loss caused by an 

“act of God” or was it caused, at least in part, or exacerbated by 

design or construction defects? 

Some very intriguing — and frightening — case studies were 

presented:

   Following Hurricane Andrew in 1992, an argument was made 

that even if a builder meets the minimum standards required by 

building code, consideration should be given to potential natural 

disasters.

   Smoke damage from fires has led to toxic tort claims for owners 

and residents of homes that weren’t even touched by fire.

Tragic Trifecta: Smart Home Risks, Natural 
Disasters and Dwindling Insurance Coverage 

West Coast Casualty’s 2019 Construction Defect Seminar Recap

By Brian Hill
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   One insurer has already become insolvent following the 

Paradise Fire, and Pacific Gas & Electric, the utility provider 

named at fault in a number of highly visible property losses, 

is in Chapter 11 bankruptcy.

   An attorney discussed the difficulty in resolving a claim 

following the collapse of a concert stage at the Indiana State 

Fair as a result of winds that exceeded what was reasonably 

anticipated by the applicable codes. “Sometimes horrible 

things happen even when everyone does everything 

correctly.” 

   Lack of sufficient transportation capacity in and out of 

communities during a disaster can lead to loss of life. We are 

now seeing an erosion of immunity to government planning 

officials as a result.

The bottom line is sobering: Claims will likely only increase 

in their cost and complexity in the years ahead and we 

can blame lack of adequate insurance coverage, increased 

natural disasters, and high visibility resulting from 24/7 news 

coverage and social media amplification.

When Your Smart Home Isn’t So Smart — 

 The Perils of Automated and Smart Properties

Another intriguing panel discussion at this year’s event 

included Brian Kahn, Andrew Morgan, Stephen Weber, 

Michael Busto, Jim Cole and Thomas Plunkett, focusing on 

the risks associated with the dramatic increase in various 

“smart home” technologies.

As one panelist stated, the fictional home of the Jetsons is 

finally becoming a reality. The estimated 22 million smart 

homes in place at the end of 2018 are projected to grow 

to over 35 million by 2021. What makes a home smart? 

It may simply be the presence of an Alexa-type device, or 

internet-connected thermostats like Nest, app-connected 

lighting products, or keyless door locks that can be activated 

electronically or even remotely. 

What’s the big deal? As more millennials become homeowners, 

technology-enabled home conveniences are increasingly 

becoming standard, and less of a gimmick to attract sales. 

Many major builders are responding by including off-the-

shelf smart home devices in their projects. Others, such as KB 

Home, are developing an infrastructure to house and connect 

smart home technologies. 

Those of us experienced in IT know all too well that connecting 

devices — whether it’s a computer, phone or doorknob — 

to the internet exposes them to vulnerabilities to malicious 

attack. 

Some examples of the risks associated with smart home and 

Internet of Things (IoT) devices in the built environment:

   Just as a home’s network allows multiple devices to connect 

to one another to share information, it can also be used 

to share malware and spread infection. All it takes is one 

device getting hacked to expose the other devices on the 

network to infection.

   In one study, 58% of Android devices were found to be 

vulnerable to known threats.

   Smart door locks, such as those being installed at hotels, 

apartments and other locations with increasing frequency, 

can be hacked and compromised from up to a half-mile 

away.

   A security conference three years ago demonstrated a 

hack to smart thermostats that could result in fire or other 

risks to occupants.

   One recent study found that 30% of home networks had 

at least one device that was vulnerable and subsequently 

hacked.

The risk is clearly there, so what about liability? On the one 

hand, it could be argued that smart home tech is no different 

than any other manufactured appliance. That would likely 

mean such devices would fall under the same requirements 

and regulations as other appliances for right-to-repair laws 

now found in multiple states. Thus, manufacturer warranty 

would likely take precedence, unless a failure resulted in 

damage to other components. On the other hand, a creative 

plaintiff attorney might be able to convince a sympathetic 

jury that a builder should have reasonably anticipated that 

an Alexa-enabled device connected to the HVAC system or 

front door could become hacked, and thus causing harm to 

the owner or occupant.

The real issue at hand is the lack of established standards of 

care. One might argue that a builder is required to provide 

owners with proper care and use instruction, which is 

already required under California’s SB800, for example. But 

is that enough?

The panelists suggested that in addition to all the normal 

liability coverage, including commercial general liability 

and errors and omissions, builders and other professionals 

may want to consider additional coverage to address cyber 

risk. Proactive measures could include loss mitigation 

practices like anti-virus protection, password management 

and changing default passwords, phishing and white 

hat intrusion detection. Bottom line: keep software and 

hardware up to date, be vigilant and stay informed.

26 Years and Still Going Strong

As always, the quality of educational content and attendees 

at West Coast Casualty was excellent. Dave Stern and the 

rest of the WCC team once again succeeded in assembling 

the best gathering of professionals working in the crazy and 

dynamic world of construction defect litigation. See you all 

next year.
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By: Justin Cox

This spring, the Xpera team was pleased to join many of our 

clients, colleagues and friends at the annual Pacific Coast 

Builders Conference (PCBC) at Moscone Center in San 

Francisco. 

Coined the “Re-Think Conference,” PCBC brought together 

many insightful panels focused on the future of housing, with 

a strong emphasis on smart homes and emerging trends. 

Below are a few notable highlights from the conference:

KB Home “ProjeKt” Lessons
One panel covered challenges encountered and lessons 

learned while creating KB Home ProjeKt, a smart home 

concept unveiled at CES 2019. Some of these insights included:

    Industry collaboration is critically important to create 

common smart home tech standards. Homeowners do not 

want to deal with buying appliances that will only work with 

an “Apple switch vs. Google switch.” They want devices and 

apps that just work.

   Smart homes have a major design challenge: providing 

enough data bandwidth to serve technology that will be 

invented decades after the home is built.

   While garages won’t necessarily go away, the utility of a 

garage-like room will still be desired even if car ownership 

diminishes in the future.

The Future of (Smart) Homes
KB Home’s panel wasn’t the only one to focus on smart homes. 

Here are a few takeaways from some of the others:

   In the aeronautics industry, every plane has a “digital twin” 

that tracks its parts, system maintenance and service 

life information. It is expected that Building Information 

Modeling (BIM) will reach that point and become standard 

in all new buildings.

   A number of panelists expect consumers will need less 

storage for bric-a-brac items, as more things will live 

digitally instead.

   Smart home security was lightly touched upon. Some 

panelists mentioned that while nearly all enterprise software 

today lists security as a primary need, a home connected 

to the internet still brings inherent risks. (See our article on 

West Coast Casualty 2019 for more on this subject.) 

   The issue of privacy in smart homes was also discussed. 

While no one presented concrete ways to achieve this, 

some panelists speculated that laws would be developed to 

provide consumer ownership of data as well as smart home 

software compliance requirements.

Lessons from NASA
In one session, Alexander Menzies from NASA’s Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory shared his experience using Augmented Reality in 

the space industry. Unlike Earth-bound construction, they can’t 

go back and fix things — they are often millions of kilometers 

away. Thus, systems and components are in a constant cycle of 

build-test-revise until enough people deem it ready to launch. 

NASA has found that using Augmented Reality helps to reduce 

the number of design iterations and saves both time and effort. 

Being able to see the 3D parts at scale with existing objects 

allows technicians to more quickly figure out the constructability 

of components and systems. Menzies says this is what made 

Augmented Reality more useful than Virtual Reality. 

Factory Housing Insights
One of the most popular sessions at PCBC was presented 

by Factory OS, a company focused on constructing the vast 

majority of a building off-site. When their stackable modules 

are delivered and placed on site, there is a nearly completed 

structure with a roof but without exterior skin.

The company boasts that they reached an impressive 30% 

reduction of cost over conventional means. Factory OS CEO 

Rick Holliday outlined some of the means and methods to 

achieve this:

   Strategically locating their facility to keep shipping costs low.

   Focusing on specific housing types that have a stable 

pipeline. (He cited the lack of pipeline as the biggest killer of 

factory housing production.)

   Robust technology in the stack-in-design process to reduce 

RFIs and optimize material costs.

   A carefully coordinated and integrated process to effectively 

stack trades without impacting workers’ efficiency.

As is often the case with large conferences, there were far 

more sessions than one person could possibly cover, including 

those dedicated to market trends, consumer insights and ideas 

on how to make housing more affordable (both technically and 

politically). Nevertheless, we were pleased to walk away with 

some highly valuable new information and industry contacts. 

Congrats to CBIA for putting together another successful 

conference.

PCBC 2019 Highlights 
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Over the past couple of years, we’ve written extensively 

about how the proper inspection of balconies, decks and 

other exterior elevated elements (EEEs), can prevent 

unnecessary risks to the life-safety and health of building 

occupants. As you may know, California’s state senate bill 

SB 721 went into effect on January 1, 2019, mandating the 

inspection of balconies and other EEEs on certain types of 

buildings in response to the tragic and fatal collapse of an 

apartment balcony in Berkeley.

However, SB 721 wasn’t the first law mandating such 

inspections. In fact, long before the Berkeley balcony 

disaster, the city of San Francisco passed legislation 

requiring inspection of EEEs and other elements back in 

2004. Incorporated into San Francisco’s Housing Code 

under Section 604, the law requires that building owners 

receive an affidavit signed by an appropriately credentialed 

professional stating that certain elements of the property 

are safe and functional for their intended use.

There is some overlap between what is required under the 

state’s SB 721 law and San Francisco’s Section 604. To help 

sort out what’s required under each, check out the helpful 

chart to the right.

Xpera Group is well qualified to assist property owners 

in compliance with the applicable inspection laws. What 

distinguishes our inspectors is the extensive experience 

that comes from our background in high-stakes disputes, 

where our observations and opinions are subjected to trial 

by fire from opposing parties.

To learn more about Xpera’s Balcony Assurance services, 

contact me directly at bhill@xperagroup.com or visit  

https://www.xperagroup.com/services/balcony-assurance.

A Tale of Two Balcony Inspection Laws

SB 721 SFHC 604 Both

What buildings require inspections?

Apartment buildings (3 or more units) Yes Yes Yes

Hotels No Yes

Condominium No Yes

Non-residential buildings No No No

What needs to be inspected?

Wood-framed decks, balconies, elevated walkways Yes Yes Yes

Metal decks, balconies, elevated walkways No Yes

Exit corridors, stairway systems, fire escapes No Yes

Guardrails, handrails Yes Yes Yes

How extensive must the inspection be?

Weather-exposed surfaces Yes Yes Yes

Concealed wood framing Yes No

Minimum of 15% of EEEs Yes Yes Yes

100% of EEEs No Yes

What is the timing of the inspections?

First inspection completed by 1/1/25 1/1/04

Reinspection performed every 6 years 5 years

Following inspection, repairs to be completed 240 Days Immediately

Who can perform the inspection?

Licensed general contractor, architect or engineer Yes Yes Yes

Certified Building Inspector Yes No

Licensed structural pest control provider No Yes

By Brian Hill



Celebrating 10 Years of Xpera 

You could say it was the party of the decade (for Xpera)!

On Aug. 1, we celebrated the company’s 10th anniversary with a 

party at our offices for staff, clients, industry peers and friends 

during our first decade in business.

Approximately 100 guests attended the festivities, enjoying some 

delicious food and drinks, partaking in friendly games of cornhole 

and ping pong, catching up over lively conversations and 

capturing memories in the photo booth. We also had some fun 

raffles and giveaways and thanked our guests for their friendship 

and support with special commemorative Xpera pilsner glasses 

to take home.

President Steve Grimes and Founder/Chairman Ted Bumgardner 

said a few words and expressed how much they appreciate 

everyone who makes up the extended Xpera family. We are 

incredibly proud of the work we have done over the past 10 years 

and look forward to the many challenges and successes that 

await us in the future. Here’s to the next decade, and the one after 

that, serving our beloved building industry community. Cheers!
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President Steve Grimes with 
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